Questions and answers

FAQ

Frequently asked and most pressing
questions
In this section, we will answer the most frequently asked
questions and the most pressing questions that may bother
USDF token holders and cause panic and misunderstanding.

Token USDF
How to participate in the airdrop?
01) Simply visit trustwallet.com and download the application.
The app is secure and widely used in the de-fi market.
(Remember to never share your seed phrase).
02) Purchase BEP20 BNB to fund your Trust Wallet or Meta
Mask wallet.
03) Copy the airdrop page, go to the trust wallet in the browser
section, paste the link into the browser to change the network
to finance Smart Chain, pay the minimum transaction fee, and
get 1,000 free USDF Digital tokens.
Token name: USDF Digital
Decimals: 18
Contract: 0x718506c0cd8c223a9459ca20a40caf539f7f4b71
LISTING PRICE: 1 USDF = 0,5625 USD
(If all pre-sale tokens are sold in 135 days).
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Why should you be sure that the start price of the token
will reach 1 USDF = 0.5625 USD?
Since initially 45% of the pre-sale tokens were sent to the dead
wallet, 45% of the USDF tokens fell. This is done so that in the
future, the price of the token will rise and become stable. We
also made an audit of the token so that our holders had no
doubts about our project.

Will the token price reach over $15 in the future?
Yes, it will, because after the sale of all NFT characters, we
plan to add more liquidity to make our game one of the most
demanded on the market.

Will there be a big pump on the market after listing?
Before the pre-sale of the token, we plan to send an application
to Coinmarketcap as an ico, in order to gain the maximum
number of fans and holders for the USDF project.

What is the connection between the DUSD token and
USDF token partnership?
In the future, after the listing of the exchange and the
Coinmarketcap, a pair of USDF and DUSD will be created in a
limited amount, where 1 DUSD = 1 USDF. According to the
partnership, this will be 3% of the USDF token.

Economic game Baby Inu
How Baby Inu game works?
01. Go to OpenSea. Log in through your Meta Mask
decentralized wallet or Trust wallet. Buy an NFT hero to play.
Heroes are different, they are only 10,000. And each hero has
its own advantage.
02. After purchasing the NFT Baby Inu hero. You will receive a
secret key that you need to keep in the personal account of the

game and activate the character. You can activate several
characters at the same time.
03. After activating a certain NFT character, you will have the
function to mine USDF token. And you will start receiving a
stable amount of USDF tokens every day. The amount of USDF
tokens is linked directly from the NFT hero. Each hero mines a
different amount of USDF tokens every day.

What is the value of NFT heroes?
Each NFT hero has their own unique characteristics. The
uniqueness lies in the fact that each hero can mine a different
amount of USDF tokens daily.
The minimum amount of tokens that a specific NTF character
can mine starts from 10 to 5000 USDF tokens per day. This
determines the uniqueness of a particular NTF character.

What will happen to my NFT hero after the sale in
OpenSea?
If you decide to sell your NFT hero in OpenSea, and a third
party buys your NFT hero from you and activates the secret key
in his personal account, which he will receive after the
purchase, the hero will be blocked in your personal game
account.
Can I activate several NFT heroes at the same time in my
account in the game?
Yes, you can simultaneously activate an unlimited number of
NFT heroes. and these heroes will simultaneously mine the
daily USFD token. Each NFT character will mine a certain
amount of USDF tokens. All accumulated tokens will be
displayed in your personal account. And they will be available
for withdrawal when the minimum amount of USDF tokens is
accumulated.

